Manhattan Tables are available in Round or Rectangle Columns. Round Column tables support vertical wire managers, available in either Oval or Rectangular shapes with removable doors.

Select from X, X4, C, T and Double Column T base designs. Flip top, folding and casters can be specified on some models.

### Edges Profiles

- **PF**: 2” Round Edge
- **HE**: 2” Flat Edge
- **SE**: 2” Veneer Edge
- **HEB**: 2” Beveled Edge
- **HEB2**: 2” Beveled Edge
- **HED**: 2” Double Beveled Edge
- **HED2**: 2” Double Beveled Edge
- **HED5**: 2” Double Beveled Edge

### Laminates

Select from our 15 standard laminates or choose from any standard Wilsonart, Nevamar, Formica, Arborite and Pionite laminates at no upcharge!

- **Empire Mahogany**: Wilsonart 7122K-78, Edge Match: Mahogany
- **Walnut Heights**: Wilsonart 7965K-78, Edge Match: Walnut Heights
- **Fusion Maple**: Wilsonart 7909-60, Edge Match: Maple
- **New Age Oak**: Wilsonart 7938-38, Edge Match: New Age Oak
- **Studio Teak**: Wilsonart 7960K-18, Edge Match: Studio Teak
- **Asian Night**: Wilsonart 7949K-18, Edge Match: Asian Night

### Metal Finishes

20 Spectone colors from our line of powder epoxy coatings, including five textured finishes. 38 matching PVC and 2mm bio-edge finishes are also available.
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**Power Finishes**

- **PFC**: PowerFlex Solid Edge
- **PFR**: PowerFlex Round
- **PFA**: PowerFlex Flat

### MANHATTAN
A Design Classic from the Start

Manhattan is a versatile collection of tables that offers the utmost functionality in a wide variety of applications. Available as fixed or mobile, folding or flip top, electric height-adjustable or with a footring, Manhattan can be specified for individual learning or interactive group environments. When the configuration will be permanent, specify shared legs for a cost-effective solution.

Top can be specified in veneer or laminate, and with a wide selection of edge details. Add power modules, wire managers and modesty panels to create the perfect table solution—from the training room to the boardroom.

Flip top tables are ideal for spaces that require frequent reconfiguration. Flip tops lock into an upright position, nesting tightly to maximize storage space when not in use. Tables can be flipped and nested with Vertical Wire Manager and Modesty Panel in place.

Manhattan can be specified with a powered height-adjustable mechanism. Available with a Rectangular Column T Base in black or silver, the height can be adjusted from 24” to 42”. Go from sitting to standing in seconds at the touch of a button.

Perfect for Collaborating

Manhattan with Footring can be freestanding or placed adjacent to the wall. Tops are available in a variety of shapes, sizes and finishes. When powering up, wires are concealed by feeding them through the table legs. The footring allows users to stand comfortably while collaborating.

Technology Savvy

Optional Media Wall empowers meetings and impromptu touchdowns. Standard with a plinth support base and only one Manhattan base, Media Walls are available in 66” and 78” heights.